Why Retrax™?

The Best Cover In The
Business Comes With A
Limited Lifetime Warranty!
Our mission is to design, manufacture
and distribute the best retractable pickup
bed covers in the world. Our quality materials,
our unique manufacturing methods and
our attention to detail have all become
benchmarks against which other bed covers
are judged. In fact, we believe in our product
so strongly that we offer a limited lifetime
warranty, making us the last bed cover
you’ll ever buy.

Ask about the RetraxPRO™
retractable bed cover today.

We’ve been manufacturing the most innovative,
most durable, most trouble-free bed covers in
the business since 1996. Our products are made
in America, and we stand behind every one of
them with customer service that has become
legendary throughout the industry.
Order your RetraxPRO™ now, and it will be:
 t #VJMUUPMBTU
 t %FMJWFSFEPOUJNF
 t 3VHHFEMZTUZMJTI
The RetraxPRO™ will be the best accessory
you ever buy for your truck. What are you
waiting for?

For questions or to place an order, contact
HAWKEYE TRUCK EQUIPMENT at
515-289-1755 or 1-800-622-8223.

THE LAST BED COVER
YOU’LL BUY ™
Made in the USA

Patented System Stays Flush
Open Or Closed!

U.S. Patent
6848734

Our patented design prevents the cover from
rolling onto itself and allows the cover to stay
flush whether the cover is open or closed.

Sealed-For-Life Bearings
Mean Smooth, One-Handed
Operation!
Sealed, ball-bearing rollers are mounted
onto each section. This allows the retractable
cover to open and close easily with one hand,
without the need for pull straps, Velcro, snaps
PSTQSJOHT#BMMCFBSJOHTQSPWJEFTNPPUI
operation, preventing the cover from
ever binding when opening or closing.

Our patented, low-profile design is always
flush, enhancing the integrity of your truck’s
style rather than overcoming it. Your cover will
seal tight and look good. Unlike soft covers
that bulk up when rolled, the flush front
cover streamlines the overall appearance and
provides a firm, dependable seal that keeps
out the elements and helps keep the bed dry.

Rugged Aluminum
Construction!
3FUSBY130CFEDPWFSTBSFNBEFXJUI
industrial strength aluminum, giving them
the strength to support distributed loads
of more than 500 pounds!
Easy on the eyes, tough to damage and
simple to care for: put a RetraxPRO™
on your truck today.

Strong aluminum construction.

Locks In Any Position!
5IF3FUSBY130DPWFSDBOCFMBUDIFEPSLFZ
locked in any position. This allows for unlimited
øFYJCJMJUZJOIBVMJOHBMNPTUBOZPCKFDU BOEUIF
TFDVSF%VBM-BUDI-PDLJOH4ZTUFNQSPWJEFT
protection unlike any other cover.

